




MODEL: FSUMB-XX-S Slatwall
Free Standing Undercounter Merchandiser Base

Inside Overall Overall Side Wall Overall Counter Leveling Shelf Angle

MODEL a A Height Depth Depth Height Distance Positions*

FSUMB-3880-S 38" 39 ½" 80" 18" 26 ¼" 34" 1" 4

FSUMB-4280-S 42" 43 ½" 80" 18" 26 ¼" 34" 1" 4

FSUMB-4880-S 48" 49 ½" 80" 18" 26 ¼" 34" 1" 4

Customer Service:

1-800-356-4596

www.Micro-MarketFixtures.com Updated 4/25/2017

ACCESSORY ( HARDWARE) PACKAGES - Pkg A (Wire Baskets) is included and ships with this unit unless another hardware 

package is specified at time of order Pkg B (Millwork Shelves & Baskets) Pkg C (Millwork Shelves) 

CUSTOM FEATURES - Customization of each FSUMB can include under counter LED light strip for lower product 

illumination, 2½" Grommet hole(s) cut through the mid-level countertop for electrical cords, Artwork panel on stainless 

steel stand-offs located at top of slatwall section.

*Adjustable angled shelf brackets with chrome finish are included with hardware packages B and C. There are 2 brackets 

per shelf. Adjustable angle options are 0°, 15°, 30°, 45°. If black finish only available on 0° brackets.

• Model numbers associate 

with the interior dimension 

of each FSUMB model.

• The lower slatwall section 

is easily removed allowing 

access to under counter and 

back wall area. Remove it 

with a lift and pull motion. 

To replace the section slide 

the top in first, push the 

panel toward the back wall 

and lower it into place.

• Furniture Glides are 

installed in base corner 

blocking. Each glide (foot) 

has 1" amount of 

adjustment.

STANDARD FEATURES - High Quality Contruction from Wilsonart coordinated surfaces product line. Slatall and toe kick 

sections are covered with HPL for durabiltiy. Sidewalls are 3/4" Melamine with matching banding on exposed edges. 

Sidewall bottom edges are banded with 3mm black PVC for durability. Lower slatwall section is removable for ease of 

electrical appliances on counter top. 
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